
Streamline your  
Shipping and Logistics 
in Business Central
Easily add carrier integration, real-time shipping rates, 
package management, and shipment tracking to Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Business Central.

Streamline tedious and error-prone shipping tasks by seamlessly integrating 

Dynamic Ship with Dynamics 365 Business Central. Shop floor employees will 

reduce manual entry errors by scanning packages directly into Dynamics 365 

Business Central. 

Who uses Dynamic Ship?

Dynamic Ship from Insight Works is a shipping app designed specifically for 

Dynamics 365 Business Central and powered by the EasyPost API.

A prerequisite for Dynamic Ship is Dynamics 365 Business Central. Dynamic Ship is 

directly integrated into Dynamics 365 Business Central, allowing users to perform 

their shipping tasks within a single platform rather than navigating multiple platforms.

Benefits of Dynamic Ship

The benefits of Dynamic Ship include a streamlined shipping process saving time, 

and reducing errors by managing shipping tasks within a single platform.

Accurate. Credible. Reliable.

Dynamic Ship provides carrier service information and rates based on package 

weight, dimensions, and destination, so you know the most current information 

prior to shipments.

Simply click and choose!

Quote freight rates while taking an order and automatically add freight costs to the 

order with configurable markup rules.

Business Central is an ERP 

designed specifically for 

small or medium-sized 

businesses.  

 

Learn more at  
dynamics.microsoft.com/
en-us/business-central/
overview

Microsoft Dynamics 
365 Business Central
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Dynamic Ship Analysis 
is a free app designed 
to analyze shipping data 
from Dynamic Ship. The 
analysis tool is built on the 
Microsoft BI platform. With 
this app, users have access 
to a host of real-time 
shipping metrics, including:

• Total shipping spend  
by month

• Total shipping spend  
by location

• Year over year 
comparisons

• The average number  
of shipments per week

• Total spend  
by shipping carrier

• Average spend  
per shipment weight

• Total spend  
by service level

• And more

Dynamic  
Ship Analysis

Package Tracking

Dynamic Ship provides real-time shipment updates across 100+ carriers, powered 

by the EasyPost API. 

Intelligent delivery estimates

Dynamic Ship bolsters carrier-generated estimated delivery dates with proprietary 

tracking intelligence. 

Package management

Dynamic Ship enables any business with shipping needs to fully manage tasks 

such as automatically creating package lists by package order, label printing for 

packages, and other tasks.

Capture package level details

Capture serial numbers, lot numbers, and assembly component details at 

packaging time, and increase shipping accuracy by scanning items, comparing 

them to the sales order, and picking documents.

The EasyPost Solution

EasyPost’s mission is to provide the fastest, most reliable shipping API in the 

industry. Its best-in-class API has out-of-the-box integrations with more than 100 

carriers around the world.

Shipping API

Compare rates and purchase labels across USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL, and over 100+ 

regional carriers across the globe. All with 99.99% API uptime.

Rating API (SmartRate)

First-ever rating engine to return prices and time-in-transit predictions with 98% 

accuracy by analyzing over a billion historical shipments.

Tracking API

Real-time shipment updates through custom-branded tracking pages and webhook 

notifications.

Address Verification API

Fully CASS-certified, 99.8% accurate, and 10x faster than SmartyStreets, with 

cheaper geolocation than Google.

Label Purchase

Leverage EasyPost to easily print labels in minutes with the Create Label tool.

Significantly improve your parcel delivery performance with real-time analytics. 

Using EasyPost’s carrier tracking data, build reports and dashboards that give you 

real-time visibility into your supply chain, allowing you to make complex decisions 
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How to Get Started

Many Dynamics 365 

Business Central apps 

are licensed based on 

the number of users. 

With Dynamic Ship, the 

licensing model is simple: 

Dynamic Ship is based on 

location and not limited 

by the number of users. 

If a company has three 

locations and wants to use 

Dynamic Ship at all three 

locations, they simply 

need three licenses.

There are two ways to 

install and configure 

Dynamic Ship:

Business Central users 

can access an extensions 

marketplace from within 

their Business Platform. 

Users Simply search for 

“Dynamic Ship” within the 

extensions marketplace 

and follow the prompts to 

install the app.

Users can also visit the 

Microsoft AppSource 

website and search for 

“Dynamic Ship.” Users 

can also click on the 

“Free Trial” button to 

install the app.

Shipping Discounts with EasyPost and Insight Works

EasyPost is offering a great deal for all new Insight Works customers: get $250 

back in shipping credit AFTER you spend $250 on EasyPost services. Your first 

$250 is on EasyPost. Start shipping today!

For more information about how you can get started with Insight Works and 

EasyPost. Get in touch. 

Dynamic Ship
http://www.ShippingForDynamics.com/

Why EasyPost?

FLEXIBILITY

Whether you’re shipping 10 
packages a year or 10 million, the 
EasyPost API scales easily with 
your volume growth.

SPEED

Newest and fastest API 
technology with response times 
at less than 300 ms.

SUPPORT

Your own dedicated support team 
that boasts a customer satisfaction 
score (CSAT) of 90%.

RELIABILITY

99.99% uptime - the most reliable 
in the industry.

1

2

shipments created 
through EasyPost

Shipped by our network  
of 100+ carriers

billion
1

API uptime — the most 
reliable in the industry

More dependable than 
Stamps.com, Endicia  

and Pitney Bowes

99.99%

of US households have 
received our shipments

As well as 200+ countries 
and territories

93%
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Single-Carrier Shipping vs. Multi-Carrier Shipping: Risk vs. Reward

EasyPost’s best-in-class shipping APIs provide end-to-end flexibility and more control 

over parcel shipping and logistics processes for e-commerce retailers, fulfillment centers, 

marketplaces, and enterprises. Founded in 2012, EasyPost has 200 employees and is based 

in Lehi, Utah. 

For more information, visit EasyPost.com or email us at sales@easypost.com.
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